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ABSTRACT 
Polynomials are considered which are orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
(f,g) = f(x)g(x) + Af(0)g(0) + #Af(O)Ag(O), a > O, X >_ O, t~ > O. 
A representation for these polynomials i presented. It is shown that in the case A = 0 and # > 0 
these polynomials are eigenfunctions of a difference operator, which is shown to be of infinite order 
for all values ofa > 0. The difference operator and the eigenvalues are linear perturbations ofthose 
in the Charlier case (A = 0, # - 0). A formula for the eigenvalues and a representation for the 
coefficients in the differential operator are presented. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], [3] o r thogona l  po lynomia ls  with respect  to inner  p roducts  invo lv ing  
di f ferences are studied. Here  we cons ider  the inner  p roduct  
(1) 
e_aa x 
( f ,g )  ~ f (x )g (x )  ~ + Af (0 )g(0)  + ~Af (0 )Ag(0) ,  
x--O 
a>O,A>_O,#>_O,  A f (x )=f (x+l )  f (x ) ,  
and const ruc t  the cor respond ing  or thogona l  po lynomia ls  which  are genera l -  
i zat ions o f  the Char l ie r  po lynomia ls .  In [1] (Sect ion  4) a representat ion  for the 
po lynomia ls  is g iven in the case A = 0 and # > 0 and proper t ies  o f  the zeros  are 
der ived.  In [4] the case )~ > 0 and # -- 0 is deal t  w i th  and  it is shown that  in that  
case the po lynomia ls  are e igenfunct ions  o f  a un ique  di f ference equat ion ,  which  
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is proved to be of infinite order for all values of a > 0. The difference quation 
and the eigenvalues are linear perturbations of those in the Charlier case 
(A = 0, tt = 0). In this paper we prove a similar result for the case A = 0 and 
# > 0. The main difference lies in the fact that difference quation and eigen- 
values are no longer uniquely determined. However, as soon as the eigenvalue 
for n = 1 is given, the unicity is established. 
Similar problems have been treated for the inner product 
1 f f(x)g(x)x%-Xdx + Mf(O)g(O) + Nf'(O)g'(O), (f'g) F(c~ + 1) 0 
with M > 0, N _> 0, a > -1 .  In [9], [8] generalizations of the Laguerre poly- 
nomials are introduced and in [7] it is shown that if M > 0, N = 0 the poly- 
nomials are eigenfunctions of a differential operator of order 2c~ + 4 if c~ is a 
non-negative integer and of infinite order otherwise. The coefficients in the dif- 
ferential operator were guessed first and afterwards proved to be correct. A 
more direct approach to obtain these coefficients is given in [2]. The general 
case M _> 0, N > 0 is dealt with in [5]. It is shown there that in the case M = 0, 
N > 0 the polynomials are eigenfunctions of a differential operator of order 
2a + 8 if a is a non-negative integer and of infinite order otherwise. In the case 
M > 0, N > 0 the polynomials are eigenfunctions of a differential operator of 
order 4a + 10 if a is a non-negative integer and of infinite order otherwise. 
2. CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 
The Charlier polynomials are given by 
{ c~a)(x) = £ (-a) "-k (;) 
(2) (-a) ~ ( -n , -x  1) 
= n~2Fo - . 
Hence we have 
( -a )  n 
(3) c a (o) - -  
n! 
We remark that the Charlier 
nomials in the following way: 
(4) C(n a) (x) = L(n x -  n)(a), 
The normalization used here 
polynomials are related to the Laguerre poly- 
n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  
is slightly different from the usual one (see [6], 
which can serve as a reference for all the facts on orthogonal polynomials used 
in this paper) but turns out to be more convenient here since now 
(5) z~c(a) (x)  = Cn{a_)l(X ) 
holds. The Charlier polynomials atisfy the orthogonality relation 
(6) £ C~a)(x)C(ma)(x) e-aaX-a" x=0 x! n! ~Smn, a>O,m,n=O, 1,2,... 
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and a second order difference quation 
(7) xAVy( \  i, , lBy (x )+ny(x)=O,  y (x )= C2~l(x). 
Here V f (x )=f (x )  f (x -1 )  and Af (x )=f (x+l ) - f (x !  D,om 
erating function 
(8) e-~t( 1 +t)  X= k C(~)(x) t" 
n=O 
the following results are easy to derive (see [4]): 
i 
c(<~-x)C}°l/x) e,j, (9 )  E , -~ ,  - = 
k=j 
and the special case p = n 
j < i, i , j=O, l ,2 , . . . ,  
n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,pEN,  
n = 0, 1,2,. . .  
the gen- 
3. COMPUTATION OF THE POLYNOMIALS 
In order to compute the polynomials {C~,~,"(x)},,~_0 which are orthogonal 
with respect o (1) we write 
C2 , )~,,u (x )  - -  ot n C (a) (x )  -r- /3n c(na)_ l (x  - 1) -~ "[n c (a )  2 (x  - 2), 
where C~ a) (x) denotes the Charlier polynomial given by (2). I fn _> 3 and p(x) = 
x(x - 1) q(x), where q(x) is a polynomial of degree _< n - 3, we have by the or- 
thogonality of the Charlier polynomials 
e-aax 
(P(x)'Can"LlZ(x))=13n k x! x(x 1)q(x)c(a_)l(X- I ) 
x=O 
~' e -aax 
C,~_ 2(~ -- 2) +'mE x! x (x -1 )q(x )  (ol .. 
x=O 
zO.  
Hence an,/3n and % have to be determined such that 
o = I1, c2 '~'" (x) ) ,  n >_ l, 
0 (x, C,~'~'"(x)), n > 2. 
Let n > 2. Then 
e-aaXxc~a)_,(x 1) 
x=O 
e-"aX xc(~a)2(x 2) 
+% z__. x! x=0 
.. (a) 
+ #an t~ n _, (0) + ,/3, C~(°)2(- 1 ) + ~% C~(°)3 (-2). 
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But, by using (10) and (6) 
e ~a x xC(~)2( x 2) 
x=0 
°G e aax-' (n~2 (kl)~(a) ~ )) 
=ax=l  ~ ix---~ i k=o c. k 2i x -1  =(--1)ha 
we obtain the equation 
(12) llC(a)l(O)ozn ÷ ~Cn(a)2( -1) /~n -F [ /~c(a23( -2 )  -I- (-1)na]% = O. 
Let n > 1. Then 
e aaX C~a) (x_  1) (1, C2"x'"(x)) = ~. k x! 
x=O 
e aax 
+7.  k x! C2~)2(x 2) 
x=O 
+ Ic~ C2a) (0) + I/9~ C~ (~), (-1) + A% C.(52(-2) 
and we come to the following equation, again by using (10) and (6) 
f tC.(~)(O)a. + [AC.("_), ( -  1) + (-1) ~- ']/3. + {.~cn(a22(-2) (13) 
t + ( -1 ) ' (n -  1)]% = 0. 
We choose the normalization of the polynomials Ca')"U(x) by taking 
]/' 1 (a) /~/Z (a) C (a) ( _  1)  - -  C(n a) (0) (" (a) %=-(  1)" C~ l(O)÷ IOn l(O) n- - '  ~n  2( 1)] (./ a 
A# 
= ]2'(l)n-lc(a)l(O) ÷--  [c(a)(1)C/a)l(-1 ) - c,}a)(o)c(na)l(O)]. 
a a 
Then 
and 
o~, 1 +A(1)  n-1 (a) /~. G 1(-1) -I-- ( - t )"[ (n-  1)C,(a)2(-I ) + c/a)3(-2)1 a 
+A# (a) (a) c/a23(_2) c(na?i [C~_2( 1)C~_2(-2 ) -  (-1)] a 
1 + A(-1)" 1 (a) = C~ 1( -1 )+-  ( 1)"[(n 1)C~ (~)2( 1)+C.(a)3(-2)] a 
+ A/l, [C(.) t (0)C. ("] 2(-2) - C.(" )2(- 1)C (< . -n_1(-1)] a 
/~, A(-1)"Cn(a)(0)+ -# ( - -1)  n l (n -- l ) C(a_)l(0 ) 
a 
At; 
+ - -  [c . (°) (0)c . (°)3( -2)  - c ,  (a), (0)c,}°)2(-2)1 a 
/~( 1)nc(na)(o)+l~ (-1) n l(n-1)C(a)l(0 ) 
a 
A# _ C/a) +--IC,(") (0) c(a)2(-- 1 ) (l) C~(")2(-2)]. a 
Hence we obtain the following representation for the polynomials C. ~, a, ;'(x): 
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1 C'(")(x) C~(~)I(x-  1) 
ca'A't l (x)  = c (a ) (x )  -- A(-1)n- c(a)(o) c(a ) l (1 )  
)" C~ (~)(x) r~ (~) (x 1) (~) " ~n-I -- Cn-2(~t-2) 
+~ (-1 acCo/(0) ~ a ZIC - l ( -1)  AC,,(a)2(-2) 
A# +- -  
a 
0 -1  n - I  
C~ a)(x) ~ (~) (x - l )  "-'(a) , 2) n- I  % 2~ x -  
C(~)(1) c(a21 (0) c(a)2(-1) 
C~(a) (0) C(~_),(-I) 6"(")2(-2 ) 
4. THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
case a > 0, A = 0 and/~ > 0 the polynomial C~,°,U(x) = Cfl~'~'(x) can In the be 
written in the form 
[ / 
+# (-1)"-IAC(")(0)[(n 1) ~(") , .-(,) , c , _ l~x-  1) + cn_2tx -  2)]. a 
If we write for n = 1,2,.. .  
(14) E(~)l(X) ( _ l )n -  l[(n (a) c(na)2(X_ := - 1)C~ , (x  1) + _ 2)], 
then we obtain 
(15) C/, (x) = 1 - ~E(~ C(~)(x) + # a a 
Moreover by (10) and (14) we find 
n--1 
(16) Eina)l(X) = ~ (--1)kkC(ka)(x) 
k=0 
and consequently 
(17) E•al(x) -- E(na2l(X) = (-1)ntlC(na)(x).  
We are looking for a difference operator of the form 
3C 
(18) L(A;/I) =/i± ~ b i (x )A i+xAV+(a  x )A  
a i=l 
such that 
( )- (19) L(A;#)Cff"~(x)= - n+~-bo(n,a) C~ (x). a 
A direct consequence of (7) and (16) is that 
n--I 
(20) L(ZI;O)E2~-)I(x) = 2 (-1)k-'k2C(~ai(x) . 
k=O 
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In order to simplify the notation we introduce 
n--] 
(21) F~(a-)l(x) : : nE, l~-)1(x) +L(A;O)E(~)-I(X) = E ( 1)kk(n-k)C(~)(x) • 
k=0 
From (21) and (10) the following relation is easily established: 
(22) F(a) (x)  (__ x)n-- l [(y/ (a) (a) = - 1) C/_ , (x - 2) + 2Cn_z(X- 3)]. 
Moreover we have by (16) and (21) 
(23) 
n-I k n 1 
~'Ek  (a)(x)= Z E (-1)JjCj (~)(x)= Z 
k=0 k=0 j=0 : :0  
: (x /  
(n j)(-l)JjCj(a)(x) 
and therefore 
(24) F~ (a) (x) - F~(~_) I (x) = E~ (~) (x). 
If we insert (15) into (19) with (18) we obtain an equation with terms containing 
the factor #/a  and terms containing the factor (#/a) 2. By equating the corre- 
sponding terms on both sides we find the following system of equations which 
must be valid for n = 1,2,.. " 
bi(x) AiC(na)(x ) 4-Ac(a)(O)L(A;O)E(a?I(X ) 4-nAC(a)(O)E(a)l(X ) 
i=l  
+ bo(n, a)c(.aI(x) = 0 
and 
-- AEn(a?l (0) ~ bi(x) AiC(na)(x) q- AC(na)(o) ~ bi(x) AiE(na_)l(X) 
i=1 i=l  
- bo (n, a) AN(a) 1 (0) C (a) (x) -~- b0 (n, a) ,5 C~ (a) (0) E(a) 1 (x) = 0. 
If we notice (16), (20) and (21) we can rewrite these equations as 
(25) 
and 
(26) 
bi(x ) Ai C(na)(x) = - AC (a) (0) g(a)  1 (x) - b0 (/'l, a) C(n a) (x) 
i=1 
bi(x) Ai E~(a), (x) = - ZIE(a_)1(O)F,{~), (x ) - bo(n, a)E(, a)l (X ). 
i=1 
By considering these equations for n = 0, 1,2,. . .  successively it follows that 
bi(x) is a polynomial in x of degree at most i for i = 1,2,. . .  Let 
(27) kt = lim bi(x) x~o~ x i ' i =- 1,2,.. .  
By comparing the coefficients of highest degree in (25) and (26) we find 
ki b0(n, a) 
2-" (n-- i)  1 -- n! i=l 
and 
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or  
(28) 
and 
n-  l ki 
?2 (n - ~ - 1)! i=1 
AEn(a21 (0) bo(n ,a )  
(n -- 1)! (n -- 1)!' 
bo(n,a) -~  ( : )  = i!ki 
i=1 
bo(n,a) ~ '  (n - l )  i 
Hence bo(n + 1, a) - bo(n, a) = -AE(~)(0),  which leads to 
n-1  
(29) bo(n,a) bo(1,a) - ~ ~) (0) .  
k=l  
Here bo(1, a) can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence by (29), (23) and (22) we have 
f bo(n, a) = bo(1, a) - AFn(a)  l (0) 
(30) / = bo(1, a) + ( -1 ) " [ (n  - 1)c~a_~2(--2 ) + 2C~3(-3)]. 
We can now rewrite the equations (25) and (26) to 
(31) 
and 
(32) 
{bO(1,a/Cn~a/(~/ +  , Iol bi(x)ac; (x) 
i=1 
= -Z~C(n a) (0)Fn(a) 1(x) + AF(a) 1 (0) C(n a) (x) 
i= l  
= -AE(a),(O)Fn(a)l(x)+ AFn(a)l(O)E(na)_l(x), 
for n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  
We will prove now that the systems of  equations (31) and (32) are equivalent. 
If  we put n instead of n - 1 in equation (32) and subtract (32) as it stands, we 
obtain 
( 1)"n bo(1,a)C(~a)(x)+ 72 bi(x)AiC(~')(x) 
i=1 
aesop(0) r. ~l(x) + ,aF. ~(0)E~ °~(x) 
+ AE(na)l (0)F(a) 1 (x) - AF(a_)! (0)E(a) 1 (x). 
On the other hand, if we put k instead o fn  in equation (31), multiply by (--1)kk 
and sum over k from 1 to n - 1 we get 
bo(1, a/E. (~, (x/+ ~ b~(x/A%("), (~/ 
i=1 
n 1 
- E (--1)kk[AC(ka)(O)Fk(a), (x) -- AFk(~_)t (0) Ck(a)(x)l .
k=l  
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Hence in order to show the equivalence of the equations (31) and (32) it is suf- 
ficient to prove the following identity: 
(33) 
n 1 
E (-1)~k[aC(~°)(O)F~ (a),(x) - aFt(°), (0)C~(°)(x)] 
k=l  
= AE~ (a) , (0) F.(o) 1 (x) - AF  (~), (0)E(~) l (x). 
This we do by induction. For n = 1 both sides of (33) vanish. If we assume (33) 
to be correct for a certain value of n we have to show that 
(34) 
Then 
{ ~'~ ( 1)kk[AC(ka)(O)Fk(a)l(X  -- Z~Fk(a)l(O)C(ka)(x)] 
k=l  
z3E(n a) (0) Fn(a)(x) -- AFn(a)(0) E(n a) (X). 
k ( 1)kk[AC(")(O)Fk(~),(x) - AF(a)I(O)C(~)(x)] 
k=l  
+ (-1)'nlz~C(o)(O)F(a) 1(x) - AF .  (a), (0)C, la)(x)] 
= F,}a) I (x)[(-1)~nAC(a)(O) + AE~(~),(0)] 
- ~F.(")~ (0)[(- 1)~.C. (°) (x) + ~) ,  (x)] 
= F,, (a), (x) aE,, ('~) (0) - ~F~ a), (0)E (a) (x) 
- IF (a) (x) - E (a) (x)] AE (a) (0) 
[AF,(")(0) - , JE(~)(o)]e(~)(x) (by (24)) 
= AE(a)(O)F(a)(x) -- ZlF(a)(O)E(a)(x). 
(by (17)) 
5. COMPUTATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS 
We now solve the system (31). Since b0(1, a) is arbitrary, we put b0(1,a) = p 
and 
(35) b,(x) = 9i(x) + p,~,(x), 
Then (31) leads to 
(36) 
and 
(37) 
i = 1,2, . . .  
,fli (X) Ai ~(n a) (X) = -AC(a)(0)Ft}a_) l (x) + z~Fn(a) l (0) C (a) (x) 
k "~i(x)z~ic(a)(X) =-c(a)(x) , 
i= l  
n = 1,2, . . .  By using (5) and (9) these equations can be solved. From (37) we 
obtain 
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k-1  
i 
- E c;~_-~ ~(-x) c~ a3(x) + c; ~ a)(x) 
k=0 
= -~;o + C, .t-a)(-x). 
Hence for all i > 1 we have 
(38) ~;(x)  = c ,  ~ "~( -x ) .  
Furthermore from (36) we get 
i 
(39) [3i(x) = ~ Cf-ak)(-x)[-AC(a)(O)Fk (a), (x) + AF~)I(O )Ck(~)(x)]. 
k-1  
We remark that from (15) it follows that C~';~(x) G(~)(x). If we want the dif- 
ference operator L(A; #) to act in the same way as L(A; 0) for n = 1 we have to 
choose p = 0 in (35). From (38) it is obvious that the difference operator 
L(A; #) is of infinite order i fp ¢ 0. In the next section we will prove that also in 
the case p = 0 the difference operator L(A; #) is of infinite order. 
6. THE ORDER OF  L(A;/ I )  
If we take b0(1, a) = 0, then from (30) and (28) we derive for ki, the coefficient 
of x; in 8/(x) 
Since (1 + x);(l + x) -j ~ = (1 + x) ; - j  ~ we conclude by comparing the coef- 
ficient of x; / on both sides 
k=0 j 1 
But (> ' )  = ( -1 ) ; - J (  i)i , hence we also have 
k =/ j ) = ~0. 
Relation (40) can now be inverted to 
j= l  
From this representation f k; we will show that ki cannot vanish for two con- 
secutive values of i. We use the well-known summation by parts formula 
j=0 /=0 
J ) a;_k (b i _ / -b i  j 1)+bo ~ ai k 
k=0 k=0 
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twice and also a known formula for binomial coefficients 
i -1  
Using (24) and (17) we obtain from (41) 
i !k i= ~ (1)  ~-j 1(0) 
j=0 J 
i-, (. 1) (o /=-Z (-1) j t -  ~Ej (0) 
j=0 J 
=-E  (i j 1) Ci(a) 2(0) 
j=0 
= ( i -  1)Ci(~_)2(i 2) + ( i -  2) Ci(~)3(i- 3). 
In the last step (10) has been used twice. By (4) we may write 
i!ki = - ( i  l)Ll°)2(a ) + ( i -  2)LI°)3(a ). 
Now let us assume that k~ and ki+l both vanish. Then 
(42) - (i 1)Ll°_)2(a ) + ( i -  2)LI°_)3(a ) = 0, 
(43) - iLl°) 1 (a) + (i - 1)t(°) ~i 2(a) = 0. 
The three-term recurrence relation for Laguerre polynomials yields 
(44) ( i -  1)Ll°_),(a) = (2i 3 a) ( i -  1)Ll°_)x(a ) - ( i -2)L l° )3(a) .  
Combination of (42) and (44) leads to 
( i -  1)Ll°)l(a ) - ( i -  2 -  a)Ll°)2(a ) = 0, 
which together with (43)implies LI °), (a) = Ll°) 2_ (a) = 0. It is a well-known fact 
about orthogonal polynomials that this is a contradiction. It follows that the 
differential operator L(A; #) is of infinite order. 
Remark. We have shown that the polynomials {C~'"(x)}~_ o are eigenfunc- 
tions of a differential operator of the form (18) and of infinite order. If any other 
linear difference operator involving A's and V's is considered, the equation 
(28) for ki, the highest-order term of the coefficients bi(x), remains the same, 
hence equation (41) is still valid in that case and therefore such an operator can 
never be of finite order. 
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